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CLEMSON'S RIFLE Clemson Wins Two Out of Three
G. W. C. Girls Present
yy
TEAM WINS TIGERS DEFEAT KENTUCKY AND GEORGETOWN
"Green Stockings Tiger Men Are Good At
BUT LOSE TO CENTRE BY CLOSE MARGIN
CADETS AND PEOPLE OF THE CAMPUS
ENJOY THE ENTERTAINMENT RENDERED
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The Senior Class of G. W. C. presented "Green Stockings", a comedy
in three acts in th\e college chapel
Saturday night Thel audience, cadets
and faculty members, was very appreciative. The plot of the story
was most interesting Wd it abounded in humorous situations. A dramatic critic would probably say that
the young ladies lacked technique,
but the Tiger reporter is not a dramatic critic, neither does he know the
meaning of the word "technique".
The performance was well-received
and brought forth much favorable
comment from those who were present. Some of the fair young actresses
provoked quite a bit of merriment
by appearing as gray-haired old men,
speaking all the while in high-pitched
soprano voices. Miss lrina Wiliams,
as the family butler, sported a Citadel dress uniform and showed concrete evidence of having received
military training at some time. Her
execution of parts of the school of the
soldier was remarkable and it gave
strength to the rumor that militarism is creeping into our women's
colleges.
Miss Eugenia Pearson enacted the
leading role which was that of the
elder unmarried daughter of a family
of girls. Miss Pearson handled the
difficult part exceedingly well, and
her acting was probably the most finished of the entire cast. However,
the part compelled her to appear as a
blushing violet.the hopeless spinster,
the back number. Consequently, it is
to be expected that mere man would
be slow to appreciate her ability. For
this reason, the audience Saturday
night would probably have bestowed
the olive chaplet upon Miss Annie
Patton or Miss Lucile Wyatt. We
feel safe in thus picking favorites
since it is hardly likely that we shall
ever meet any of the young ladies
concerned, although frankly, we
wouldn't object to such a meeting.
Miss Patton, as the debutante daughter, was just that, which was quite
enough to win her a place in the
hearts of her audience. Youth, beauty, and
personality, enhanced by
lovely gowns, present a combination
which never fails to gain the admiration of a masculine audience and this
is especially true of Clemson audiences. All that has been said of Miss
Patton may be credited also to Miss
Wyatt. It was a drawn battle oetween them for stellar honors and it
is not for us to decide such an issue.
Miss Lois Ballenger, as Colonel
Smith, U. S. Army, almost created a
revolution in army circles by appearing without leather boots and Sam
Browne belt. Captain Lee instinctively made a stab for his trusty notebok before he realized that it was all
a frame-up.
"Green Stockings" was amusing
and entertaining. The G. W. C. seniors furnished us with an enjoyable
evening, and that is sufficient to recommend them as
messengers ot
cheer. The most outstanding feature
of the performance was the lack of
training which the male impersonators had undergone. We would suggest that the young ladies be more
observing of the manner in which
the members of the sterner sex conduct themselves. In this connection,
we would recommend as coach, our
able and esteemed Editor who is an
accepted expert on all social questions. And perchance ye editor may
be too busy to take the fair young
things by the hand and "lead them
along the paths which only a favored
few are permitted to tread," in which
event he may be persuaded to turn
the job over to one of his subordinates. Which reminds us that our
space is almost used up.
The young ladies who took part in
Saturday night's performance were
Misses Lucile Hoke, Beulah Farnham,
Lois Ballenger, Cleo Hallum, Dorothy
Boylston, Ruby Woodward, Irma
Williams, Eugenia Pearson, Jennie
Scruggs, Lucile Wyatt, Annie Patton, and Helen League. We enjoyed
having them all, and wish they could
come again.
—E- G- p-

CLEMSON MAN
PASSES AWAY
Graduate of First Clemson
Class Dies
T. W. COTHRAN, OF
GREENWOOD, DIES
Greenwood, Feb. 9.—Thomas W.
Cothran, 48, well known civil engineer and architect, died at his home
here last night, following an illness
of several months. Funeral services
will be held tomorrow afternoon at
4 o'clock.
Thomas W. Cothran, one of the
leading civil and construction engineers of the State, was born in Abbeville county in 1874. He was the son
of Wade E. and Sarah Elizabeth
Chiles Cothran. He was a member or
the first class that was graduated
from Clemson College in 18y6 ana
for a year afterward remained there
as an instructor in drawing. For
two years he was connected with the
U. S. Geological Survey, being on duty
in Texas, the Indian Territory and
Iowa. In 1900 he became an asistane engineer and later chief draftsman in the chief engineer's office oi
the Seaboard Air Line Railway, serving in that position for several years.
He was later principal assistant engineer of the South and Western
Railway (C. C. and O) and in 1905
became resident engineer of the A. B.
and A. Railway at Warm Springs, Ga.
In 1906 he became principal assistant
engineer on construction of the Norfolk and Southern Railway between
Raleigh and Newbern, N. C. Since
1908 he had practiced his profession
at Greenwood, handling many large
construction contracts. Mr. Cothran
married Miss Maud Boswell of Portsmouth, Virginia, and she, with six
children, and several brothers and
sisters, survive him. He was a member of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, the American Waterworks
Association, a Scottish Rite Mason,
Knight Templar and Shriner, a Rotarian and for several years a member
of the State Highway Commission. He
served also as president of the Clemson Alumni Association. Mr. Ootiiran was a cousin of Associate Justice
T. P. Cothran of the Supreme Court
of South Carolina.
Resolutions of Clemson Alumni
Association.
Anderson, S. C, Feb. 12, 1923.
Whereas: On the ninth day of February the Clemson Alumni Association suffered an inestimable loss in
the death of Thos. W. Cothran, of
Greenwood, S. C, and
Whereas: The members of the Anderson Cbapter of the Clemson Alumni Association appreciate with deepest regret the loss of this esteemed
Alumnus, and
Whereas: In his death the Clemson Alumni Association has suffered
the loss of an esteemed past President, and
Whereas: It is the desire of the
members of the Anderson Chapter or
this Association to express their appreciation for the loyalty and service of this esteemed Alumnus, and
Whereas: Desiring to express their
deepest sympathy and appreciation,
therefore, be it
Resolved: That the Anderson
Chapter of the Clemson Alumni Association express to the family of
Thos. W. Cothran their most sincere
sympathy, and
Resolved further: That a copy of
these resolutions be presented to
Mrs. Thos. W. Cothran
and also
spread upon the minutes of the Anderson Chapter of the Clemson Alumni Association.
Graeme T. McGregor,
S. D. Pearman,
Horace E. Wood.

Centering The Bull's
Eye

Rifle Team Defeats University ol
Georgia in First Match by a Score
of 100 Points—Last Week Rifle
Team Matched With Capt. May's
Alma Mater "The Oregon Aggies".
Team Entered in the Fourth Corps
Area Championship Match.
The Clemson College Rifle Team
was organized the latter part of November, and strated practice on December 1st. At this time a call was
extended to all men that knew the
difference between a gun and a bayonet. Very few men responded bu.
those that did have been putting out
in their vacants and during drill
hours until they have become proficient marksmen. Much credit must be
given to those who gave up their
vacants and spare time in order that
the Tigers may be well represented
in this branch of sports. Some of the
men had never had any gallery practice before but it didn't take long for
them to learn how to squeeze the
trigger and ring up a bull's eye.
Captain May, ably assisted by Sergeant Singer, has given much of his
time in coaching the rifle team.
The rifle team is composed of the
following men: Garvin, P. M. (Capt.),
Rhem, C. F., Pepper, J. O., Garrison,
C. C, Mills, W. H., Steele, H., Sams.
J. H., Shands, E. H., Jacobi, L. W.,
Haas, W. V., Aull, J. C, Dean, F, F.,
Cullen, J. H, LeGette, M. A., Lumkin, L. H., and Gambrell, F. L.
The first match wa.s fired with the
University of Georgia on January 8 th.
The rifle team started the season off
with a victory, winning easily by a
margin of 100 points.
The next week' a match was arranged with Columbia (Jniversity.
Again the Tigers were victorious and
after the last shot had been flred and
the scores added up, the Tigers were
leading by a narrow margin of 34
points, Aull, J. C, made a remarkable score when he scored 91
out of a possible 100 from the standing position. Both of these matches
were fired on N. R. A. (National Rifle Association) targets. Ten men
from each college entered the match.
Last week the rifle team fired a
match with Capt. May's "Alma Mater", the Oregon Aggies. The Tigers
have sent in their score but so far
have not received the score made by
the Oregon Aggies. Last year the
Ore-on Aggies had the best tifle team
in the United States and a victory
over them would place Clemson higb
in the National Rifle Association
standing. This week the rifle team
has chosen as its opponent the Northwestern University,
situated in
Evanston, Illinois. The men making
the best records in the last three
meets are the following: Rhem, C. F.
Garrison, C. C, Garvin, P. M., Sams,
J. H., Jacobi, L. W., Aull. J. C,
Steele, H., and Shands, E. H. Captain Garvin has the highest average
score of any man on the squad.
The Tiger rifle team is now entered in the Fourth Corps Area gallery competition which started on
January 22. Every college, university, Prep, school and high school
having R. O. T. C. units have entered
a team, some entering as many as two
teams Each team is composed of fifteen men. The scores of the highest
ten men are counted for the grand
total.
These matches are fired on
connoly targets. The competition
will last for seven weeks and the
team having the highest score will
be presented with a loving cup. The
first week the rifle team finished
fifth with a score of 901. North Carolina State finished first with a score
of 937. The second week the Tiger
rifle team dropped to seventh place.
N. C. State holding first with a score
of 953. The rifle team has beaten
every South Carolina team entered in
this match by an
average of 60
points.
This is the first year the Tigers
have organized a rifle team and so fa;
they have made an excellent showing
Keep up the s>ood work, Timers, and
bring the Fourth Corps Area championship cur> to Clemson for perma
nent possession.
—A. B. F.

FACULTY DANCE IS
A BRILLIANT AFFAIR
Some Called It "Gorgeous",
But Others Said It
Was A "Scream"
The dance given by the Faculty
Club last Friday evening was one of
the most brilliant balls of the winter
season. Society turned out in full,
and the assemblage was a splendid
blaze of jewels and expensive gowns.
Scandal, however, has been higb
since the occasion and many valuable
facts have been given the press by
different ladies present.
Prominent among the social leaders present were the well-known Dr.
and Mrs. Calhoun. Mrs. Calhoun
wore a gown of crimson mauve
which was imported from Persia.
Dr. Calhoun had on "that same old
class-room suit." It is reported that
he had given it "one extra brushing"
and it made a very good appearance.
Two of the best dressed dancers of
fashion, Mrs. Fitzpatrick and Mrs.
H. Sloan, were wonderful in new
Parisian creations. Mrs. Fitzpatrick's
chief adornment was a pair of glass
beads and Mrs. Sloan's jewels were
worth a fortune.
It is rumored at the Hotel that the
black gown worn by Miss Cleo Denny
was borrowed for the dance. One
lady swore that Miss.Keith had worn
it several times before. Miss Nellie
Sue Pickens was radiant in a black
veil dress over another black dress.
A beautiful shawl of vermilion added
grace to her gown. She lost her complexion on the way to the dance, and
Miss Harriet Trowbridge, her attractive guest, lost her's after they arrived.
Mrs. Youman's creation was an
heir-loom of the family, it was sand
colored with red showing at the bottom of the scallops. Miss Louise
Pope had a most beautiful crown of
silver, and she as well as Miss Leila
Hart, wore conspicuous dresses of
blue and black crepe.
Miss Gladys Norris wore one of the
new dresses that stops at the knees
in front and drags the floor on the
sides. It was very pretty. Mrs. Emory was gowned in a similar manner.
Miss Elizabeth McFall and Miss Anna Dean McFall had imported special designs for this special dance.
Miss Elsie Gathings, one of the belles
of the dance, was gowned in a brown
dress with red draperies. There were
many other expensive dresses present.
In spite of all the starry creations
with which the ladies attired themselves in, the Cadet Corps were able
to offer a few men who were equal
to the occasion. These men rose nobly to play the part, and if one could
have seen these Clemson heart-breakers on the floor, they would have
vowed that they were also imported
straight from gay Paree. Dunham
was resplendent in all his glory, and
his feet tripped daintily over the
floor, in spite of the fact that one
might say that that was impossible
judging from the slightly reduced
submarine chasers he wore. And LeGette—it's a French name, so it was
to be expected that he live up to his
name,— and he did. "Rip" Sanders,
"Charlie" Kate, "Dick" Vogel, and
"John" Wigington were present also,
and their bright khaki uniforms
formed an ideal setting for the silvery
gowns that the ladies wore so elegantly. It is seldom that the cadets
are privileged in being allowed to go
out among the ladies, but' it can
safely be said that Clemson boasts of
sure enough ladies' men as well as
any other school, these cadets who
attended this social event certainly
held up their refutation and the reputation of the College.
Seriously, the dance was a most
enjoyable affair. All of the ladies
present were most attractive and
their dresses showed that they had
used excellent judgment in their selection. It was a successful ball in
every way.
—B. R.

Every Game A Fight To
The Finish
KENTUCKY GAME
The Tiger quintet was playing up
to form when it invaded Kentucky,
and played three games in an equal
number of days. Striking the University of Kentucky Thursday evening the Tigers were fresh, and overran their hosts in a fast game by the
score of 30 to 13. The smooth running team work of the invaders was
the principle factor in their overwhelming success. The Kentucky
forwards were unable to break
through the Tiger defense for any
substantial gains, while Day was constantly dropping the ball through
the loop. For the most part of the
first period the game was very close
and it was uncertain who would be
leading at the end of the 20 minutes.
However, a series of goals placed the
Tigers well in the lead at the end of
the first semester. Pinkie was right
there when it came to making the
free shots, for in the first half he was
able to cage six out of eignt tries for
the basket. The second period of the
game was the Tigers without a doubt.
Day was able to complete his total of
seven field goals for a total of fourteen points. Mills at a guard position
broke beautifully and dashed down
the court at times to end up with a
field goal. He accounted for six points
in the game.
Line-up.
Kentucky(13) Pos. Clemson (30)
Rief (10)
F
Day (14)
Barnes
F
Bryan
Fest (1)
C
Garrison (2)
Rice
G
Colbert (8)
Bunham (2)
G
Mills (6)
GEORGETOWN GAME
Friday night the Tigers met the
Georgetown five in their second
game of this season, in a hard
fought game Doc's men were able
to come forth victorious, the score
being nineteen to twelve. In the first
period Clemson was a little slow and
let their opponents run the score upeight to seven in their favor. With
only six minutes to play in the final
frame the score was standing 12 to
12. Here the Tigers took on new lite
and staged a most beautiful comeback—Day connecting with two field
goals and Mills with one. "Perfect"
Day was the star of the game and
repeated his feat of the night before
by scoring seven field goals.
Line-up:Georgetown (12) Pos. Clemson (19)"
F
Day (14)
Long (2)
F
Bryan
Daniels (6)
C
Garrison
Jacoby (4)
G
Colbert (3)
Richardson
G
Mills (2)
Keniper
Referee: Hanson (Case).
CENTRE GAME
The Tigers came near making it
a perfect record in their trip through
Kentucky, but lost their final game
to the Centre five by the close score
of 24 to 2 6. Although weary from
the two preceeding games the Clemson men fought bravely against the
strongest team they had to face on
the trip. With the Centre five leading in a 19 to 10 score, things looked
rather gloomy for the Tigers at the
end of the first period. Swinging
back into their old gait in the last
few minutes the Purple and Gold forwards came very near overcoming
the nine point lead. There has never
been a greater exhibition of fight
shown than that by Coach Stewart's
men against the football line-up of
the Centre team. The game was
very rough at times and the Tiger
squad being the lighter of the two
teams got some pretty, rough handling.
Again "Perfect" Day was the feature of the game. His work at handling the ball, with such guards as
Snowday after him, shows that he is
a real shark on the court. The entire team did splendid work throughout the trip and we feel sure that
they have a good chance at the
tournament to be held in Atlanta
next week.
—J. M.
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QiMtorals
Have you e'er a weary traveler been
To the tired land of Procrastination?
There you'll find a sleepy nation,
In the listless valley of Wait-aWhile Men;
And on the drowsy banks of the River
Slow
You'll find where the town of
What's-the-Use thrives;
While if you tread the Go-Easy drives
Along which the Put-it-Off flowers
grow,
You'll come at last to I-Don't-Care.
Where lives old man Let-'erSlide,
With faded Put-on-the-Shelf by his
side;
You'll enter the chamber of WaitTill-Tomorrow—
Rest at last on the couch of ItMight-Have-Been.
It is only too true—we are prone to
procrastinate, we are too easily persuaded to put off until tomorrow
what should be done today. If we
put off something one time, it will
be easy to put off something the next
time. This is true because we are
almost invariably followers of the
line of least resistance. It is easy
to put off, but it requires a will power
to do what has to be done at the
time it should be done.
College men are often criticized
for a "Don't Care" attitude . This
criticism is usually just, for the college man is in a position to let things
"slide." He is not like the business
man, for if the man who is in business were to let things take care of
themselves, he would soon be fired or
would have no business. So it is up
to the college man to see that he does
not allow himself to slip into the
"Put-Off" habit. This is one of the
worst habits that can be acquired,
and one that not only hurts the man
while he is in college, but one that
follows him when he leaves to enter
the big game of Life on his own. As
college men, and as Clemson men,
let us try not to form this habit. If
we have already become slaves to this
practice of putting things off, then
let us break this habit by forming
the habit of doing everything today,
leaving a clean slate for tomorrow.
The really big business men of the
United States do not have work pile
up on them. They are always working, but it is on something new, they
are not working on something that
should have been finished ihe day before. Therein lies the secret of success. Finish the work of today, get
it all disposed of, do not leave anything for tomorrow, always be readyto take up what comes next, work
on something new. Visit the office
of some business magnates whose salary is written in six figures. Look at
his desk. See what is to be seen and
then draw conclusions. His desk is
flat-topped. There is no scrap of paper on the top of the desk, the, only
articles in sight being pen, ink, and
blotter . As a person looks over the
large expanse of the top of the desk
on which there is absolutely nothing,
he wonders how it is that a man who
~"cts such a large amount of
la able to keep his desk in
this
The answer is very
simple: Every paper that is brought
to him, e-sery problem that is laid
before him. he finishes it as soon as
he gets it. He does not keep anything; there is no work that is hanging over him.
The secret is no secret after all.
Do the thing that comes before you

today, do not put anything off for tomorrow, for there will be o.her work
for tomorrow. That is the solu-jon,
the solution that so many college
men need to understand and to Put
into practice.
—W.
POOR MAX!
Alas, there are always some men
who have to break up the very best
laid plans! Here some girl tells me
that she was not to blame at all; he
was the one who quit writing. Weil,
well, well. The most invariable
thing in nature is variation, and tne
only rule with no exception is the
rule that there is always an exception to every rule.
As the hound said when he knocked
the flea off his ear: "This is rather a
disturbing element." However, the
fact that some fair maiden discovers
that all men are not what they claim
to be, the fact that a sweet young
thing says a poor hunted man did not
write on time, does not spell one single thing. If the girls only knew it,
the men know they are not always
what they claim to be (Yes, don't get
excited, I still mean the men—that is,
the men know). But how could a
man be himself? If a man were to
act natural—be sweet and demure as
his nature calls for—the girls would
go gunning so earnestly in quest of
hearts (or lemons) that the men
would run away in flight (or in
search of the preacher).
She goes on: He did not write!
What better proof do you want?
"Just to prove I'm not joking, I'll
delve into this thing," as the dog said
when he bit a plug out ot the hobo's
leg. Probably for many a long day
this strong young man wended his
way to a certain box in the old postoffice. He always found this box
so empty that it wrung his strong
brave heart. But he did not waver;
perhaps she would write soon. And
so he kept up his weary march to the
empty box. Yet time passed, his
cheeks grew pale, his steps became
tottering, and still his now failing
sight could naught but cobwebs see.
Hope alone bore him up, and at last
one day he was rewarded for his perseverance. His wavering legs (over
which Time had cast a spell) could
scarce sustain his weight—a letter
had arrived! His letter had come
at last!
Frantically he grasped at
the combination, but could not turn
the long dissued mechanism. Rust
reigned supreme. He became more
wild and frantic, he could not get his
letter! His eyes began to roll, and
he threw back his head and gave vent
to an unearthly laugh. Then a bystander said: "Poor fellow. Another
inmate for the asylum." And still
she says that he did not write, he
did not answer her letter!
She is
terribly offended, but she should remember that they do not give paper
and pen to the man in the padded cell.
"Ah, ha! Now I've got you up a
stump," as the dog said when he
chased the cat up the tree.
—W.
PERSONS AND THINGS
"It's foolish to stay in the dark," as
the frog said when he rose to the
surface of his puddle and blinked at
the sun. Why is it that a man is
never interested in the same manner
in which a woman is interested?
This may seem strange, but it is a
fact that there are no two people, a
man and a woman, who are interested in the same things and the same
persons. Why is it that it seems impossible to reconcile the interests of
man and woman? There are two underlying reasons why man and woman differ so greatly in this respect.
These underlying
principles . are
based on sound psychological facts,
and they cannot be avoided or
dodged.
"This requires a little digestion,"
as the frog said when he swallowed
the fly. Man's life is concerned with
two primary objects: persons and
things.
Not only is he concerned
with the life of his fellow beings, but
he is also interested in the things
that he comes in contact with. He is
interested in making money; he is interested in growing crops; he is interested in building bridges; be is interested in accomplishing things with
his hands; in other words, he is interested in things. Of course, the
man is also interested in the doings
of other people, for he would not be
human if he were not, out he has
more than people to interest him.
Because of this man sometimes forgets the other side of the question:
What is the woman interested in?
"This is a deep thing," as the frog
said when he sunk to the bottom of
the pond. Woman has only one primary interest in life, and that is her
interest in persons. She never becomes interested in things as the
man does. She cannot comprehend
how it is possible to find anything of
value in mere things, consequently the woman invests her thoughts,
her time, and her interest in persons.
She is oblivious to the interests that
half of the man's life is builded on.
Her all is tied up in persons, and so
the differences between man and woman.
"They say this thing has a point,"
as the frog said when he swallowed
the hook and line. Men should understand that women do not have the
same interests that they have, and
they should govern themselves accordingly. When they really under-

stand, then perhaps the men will be
better able to tues3 way there
are so many divorce lawyers. Perhaps they will be a little -ore consid
erate when they understand that
their wives cannot en.er into all of
their in erests in the same manner
in which they enter into them. And
on the other hand, the women, wnen
they understand more fully, will not
exrect quite so much from the men,
and will be a little more considerate
when the men seem to be interested
in other thins than what they as
women are interested in. It is an all
important problem for all, and i.
works both ways. That is why both
men and women should read a little
psychology before they run so quickly to the divorce courts to settle all
arguments. A little psychology is a
dangerous thing, might be advanced
as sound law, but the fact is that even
a little of this knowledge is better
than none. So why should men and
women not study themselves and understand themselves? Why should
people not know as much as possible
about the reason for men and women
having such varied interests?
' This is a dirty trick," as the frog
said when he cut a flip in the mud.
And after all is said and done, after
all the books are read, after all that
psychologists can tell is told, after
all that we can think is thought, after all—what is the real difference
between man and woman? Has the
difference ever been explained? Will
it ever be explained? Anyway let's
learn all we can about the question,
it can't hurt anyone. "I'm losing
myself, this must be the end of me,"
as the frog said when he lost his
head.
—W.

CUBS SWAMP PIEDMONT COLLEGE
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The Piedmont College team of
Demorest, Ga., invaded Tigertown on
last Thursday and Friday, and were
WE HAVE
repulsed by two Clemson teams. On
Thursday the visitors encountered the
Tiger Rat team, and the 'new boys''
displayed a greatly improved game,
decisively defeating the Georgians by
the score of 35 to 13.
From the very beginning the Tige^Cubs took the lead and left no room
for argument as to the final resuk
of the clash. Roy and Ha ood were
the stars for the young Tigers, eacn
of
of these huskys making seven field
goals. The entire rat tea.n fought
Loose Leaf Note Books
hard and played much Detter ball
than they have been playing. For
the Piedmont boys, King was the
Lef ax Note Books
leading scorer with six points to his
credit ,and Forester made his presNote Book Fillers
ence felt all over the floor.
The Clemson Y. M. C. A. five took
on the Piedmont team Friday afterClemson Jewelry
noon and gave them a severe beating
to the tune of 47 to 26. The strong
Pennants
outfit representing the local Y is composed of "Holtzy", Hoke Sloan, Carter Newman, an ex-Clemson student,
Pillow Covers
and Professors Withers and Sherman
In Fridays game Newman did the
Stationery
most brilliant playing, his shots at
the basket accounting for 17 of his
Fountain Pens
team's counters. Forester and King
again did well for the visitors.
Though they were outclassed in
Cameras
each of the two games the Piedmont
LOOKING THEM OVER
team fought to the end and then were
Photographic Supplies
the best of losers.
They are due
This is just a word of reminder to much credit for their good sportsNorris Candies
those who are going home for the manship.
holidays. Coach Stewart has told us,
time and again, to look for promising FRESHMEN DEFEATED
Eversharp Pencils
athletic material among the high
BY FURMAN FRESHMEN
school boys, and to get them in connection with him or with Prof. Henry. Furnian Rats Hang Up Second VicHe and Prof. Henry can do a good
tory of Season Over Clemson
bit toward getting these men for
Cubs—Score 45 to 15.
Clemson if they know who the athletes are. But first of all, you tell
Showing a complete reversal of
them what advantages Clemson offers form from their last two encounters,
in educational work. Tell them about the young Tiger cubs dropped a slow
the athletics here; what good sched- and listless game to the Furman
ules have been arranged for the Freshmen last Saturday night in
remainder of this year, and next fall; Greenville.
The young Home s
tell them of the kind of basketball started the game off with a rush and
team the Tigers have this year, what during the first five minutes of play
games we have won, etc. Talk to they succeeded in amassing a total of
them about the student life in Tiger- 15 points. The Rats scored only two
town and about the wonderful col- field goals during this half. Tne
lege spirit we have here. If you will second half showed an improvemen.
talk seriously and convincingly to the in the Rats guarding and during this
high school athletes in your home period Roy scored three field goals
The Rexall Druggist
town, you can work wonders toward in rapid succession.
Sensational
putting Dear Old Clemson on the shots by Robertson and McGee of
pinnacle of Southern athletics. .
Furman were the only outstanding
a m
You will probably see some basket- features of the game. Roy, mainball games while you're at home. It stay for the Cubs quint, was the outwon't be a hard proposition to pick standing star for the young Tigers
out the basketball men that Clemson
Line-up and summary:
wants; and it won't take too much of Clemson (15)
Furman (45)
your time away from that "dear Roy (6)
McGee (12)
F
young thing" to talk some to these Verner 2)
F
Waters (10)
men.
Hagood
C Robertson (12)
And athletic material isn't all that Martin
G
Smith
Clemson wants. We want students. Palmer
G
Harrell
Olemson's scholastic requirements
Substitutions: Clemson—Phills for
are being raised year by year, and Palmer, Linton for Hagood, Vise (1)
sometime in the future she will rank for Roy, Whilden for Werner. Furamong the highest colleges in the man—Cook (2) for Waters, Gallocountry. Do you want to see your way for Smith, Russer for Harrell, We Serve Regular Meals,
Alma Mater become a university? Do Herlong (2) for Robertson.
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
you think your diploma would be
Referee: Garreaux (Clemson).
more valuable to you if Clemson
Ice Cream,
ranked among the highest instituALUMNI NOTES
tions of learning in the country? If
Ice Cold Milks,
you do think so, tackle the best high
L. E. Madden, '22, is studying medSoft Drinks,
school students when you go home, icine at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore,
and point their "noses" toward Clem- Md.
Fruits and Candies,
son. You can do your bit if you'll
work to get the right kind of men—
W. M. Albergotti, '10, is general
Hot
Dogs a Speciality.
the best high school boys in the state superintendent of the Foundry and
-—to come to Clemson. So here's Machine Shop, Gibbs Machinery Co., Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT
looking at you, and together we will Columbia, S. C.
watch the results when the "newboys" get off the train at Calhoun
Knox Easterling, '10, is district
next fall.
—E. H. H.
Automotive Eqiupment Representa- To the People of Clemson College.—
I will do gardening and floral
tive for the Westinghouse Electric
Legs—All Kinds
work. Will assist In any and all
Co., in Indianopolis, Md.
lines of community service. Reliability and Punctuality. Special
W. D. Ezell, '12, is manager of
Legs to the right of us
features.—C. B. Henry, Campus.
Fair View Plantations, near CrawLegs to the left of us
fordsville, Ark.
Legs in front of us,
How they display them!
On they go trippingly,
H. E. Gains, '18, is teaching
Dainty and skippingly;
science in the high schools of OlymFrost that bites nippingly,
pia, Washington.
Does not dismay them.
B. H. Gardner, '03, of Waterbury,
Straight legs and bandy ones,
Conn., is sales manager for the ConWe have purchased 122,000 pair
Bunib legs and dandy ones,
necticut Light and Power Co.
U. S. Armv Munson last shoes, sizes
Awkward and handy ones,
Flirt with the breezes;
"Winkie" Rosa, '22, of South 5 1-2 to 12, which was the entire
Round legs and flatter ones,
Plainsfield,
N. Y., is with the Spicer surplus stock of one of the largest
Thin legs and fatter ones,
Manufacturing Corporation.
U. S. Government shoe contractors.
Especially the latter ones,
Showing their knees.
This shoe is guaranteed one hunB. O'Neill, '22, is taking post dred percent leather, color dark tan,
graduate work in Sibley College, Cor_
Knock-kneed and bony ones,
bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
nell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Real legs and phony ones,
The actual value of this shoe is $6.00.
Silk-covered and tony ones,
"Chris" Folk, '15, is doing cotton Owing to this tremendous buy we can
Second to none;
testing work in the United States offer same to the public at $2.95.
Straight and distorted ones,
Bureau of Markets, West Raleigh,
Mates and ill-sorted ones,
Send correct size. Pay postman on
N. C.
Home and imported ones.
delivery or send money order. If
Ain't we got fun
—Purple & White
J. M. Singleton, '19, is plant quar- shoes are not as represented, we will
antine inspector for the United States cheerfully refund your money upon
Turn back, O Room-mate in thy flight Department of Agriculture In El request.
And loan me two bits just for tonight. Paso, Texas.

A Complete Line

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L. Cleveland Martin

T CAFETERIA

PUBLIC SALES

H. L. Hinson thinks Niagara Falls
E. N. Sitton, '11, Is manager of a
is in Kentucky.
cotton seed oil mill at Autun, S .C.
T. K. Elliott, Jr., '05, is a teleJ. R. Sion, '05, of Georgetown. S.
phone engineer with the New York C, is purchasing agent and assistTelephone and Telegraph Company, ant manager of the Kaminski Hardand is located in Plowdome, N. Y.
ware Co.

NATIONAL BAY STATE
SHOE COMPANY
206 Broadway
NEW YORK, N.

T.

UMO
WISE
AMD
OTHERWISE
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3y &*k
How It Was Done
(His Version)
I had not the least intention
To do the thing I mention.
I had shaken hands and started for
the door,
But our glances seemed to mingle,
And I felt my pulses tingle
With a bliss estatic which I'd never
felt before;
And she surely did not chide me,
As she stood quite close beside me;
And if she whispered "'No" 'twas
very low.
So, as we stood so nearly
It was just a trifle, merely,
To bend and kiss her while the
lights were dim and low.
(Her Version)
I knew, of course, I shouldn't,
But then, you see I couldn't
Resist him when he put it to me so,
I know he really shouldn't
But then, you see I couldn't
Turn from him with a stern "Sir
you must go!"
And so, although I shouldn't
Just because he really wouldn't
Desist when first I said to him
"No!"
Why, so all in a minute
There wasn't much sin in it,
He—well, he kissed me while the
lights were dim and low.

L*«

A touring party were having breakfast in Buffalo. When the eggs were
served, one exclaimed: "What large
eggs!"
Said another: "Yes, these are Buffalo eggs."

Stranger (to office boy)—I wanna
see the editor.
Office Boy—What editor? We got
all kinds of editors around this joint.
Nothing but editors; just like the
Mexican army, all generals and no
privates.—Washington Times.
In a Sense
"Bill," said a sailor looking up
from his writing, "do you spell
'sense' with a 'c' or an 's'?"
"That depends," replied his friend.
"Do you refer to money or brains?"
"Aw, I don't mean either of them
two," was the reply. "What I want
to say is, 'I ain't seen him sense.' "—
Western Christian Advocate (Cincinnati ).
An Essay on Frogs
A classic essay, lately immortalized
in type, is about frogs, and was written by a young Norwegian. The essay runs: "What a wonderful bird
the frog are! When he stand, he sit,
almost. When he hop he fly. almost.
He ain't got no sense, hardly. He
ain't got no tail hardly, either, when
he sit, he sit on what he ain't got,
almost.—Bulletin of the Chicago
Board of Education.
Heartless
Josephine reading aloud conclusion
of long letter)—"Then I will come
home and marry the sweetest little
girl on earth."
Juliet—"What a dirty trick! After being engaged to you!"—London
Mail.

Defined
A pretty young girl in a fury,
Teacher—Johnny, what is velocTook her case to a court and a jury;
ity?
She said Trolley E
Johnny—Velocity is what a fellow
Had injured her knee,
But the jury said, "We're from Mis- lets go of a bee with.—The Forecast.
souri."
Not Up on Geography.
Young collegian just introduced to
Co-ed at a frat dance suffered the usual brief awkward silence, then he
ventured, "You came from tthe Middle West, I understand "
"Yes, from Indiana," she replied,
"Hoosier girl."
He flushed deeply, then stuttered,
"Why I d—d—don't know, that is—
I haven't decided yet."
"Daddy" Dorman: "Parson, did
you know that the G. W. C. girls are
going to pull off 'Green Stockings' in
chapel Saturday night?"
When Captain May and Professor
Goodale heard that the play "Green
Stockings" was going to be given,
they both began to intimate that they
would like to be hearty supporters
of the performance.
A small boy was scrubbing the
front porch of his house the other
day when a lady called.
"Is your mother in?" she inquired.
"Do you think I'd be scrubbing the
porch if she wasn't?" was the rather
curt reply.
Mother—Yes, darling, angels fly.
Tommy—Well, this morning I
heard daddy call the governness a little "angel." Will she fly?
Mother (picking up frying pan and
hurrying hastily out of the room—
You bet she will fly.
♦■

#

Ready and Willing
Magistrate—Can't this case be settled out of court?
Mulligan—Sure, sure; that's what
we were trying to do, your honor,
when the police interfered.

f

Sweet Forgiveness
"Dear, I'm sorry we quarreled this
morning. Will you forgive me?"
"Where
are you
telephoning
from?"
"A jewelry store."
"Yes, I forgive you."—Judge.
The Particular Moment
"When were you most disgusted
with yourself?"
"Well, I once sat in the gallery
and watched the waiter I had tipped
occupy a box."—Judge.
Memorable George
Elsie—Mama, George Washington
must have had an awful memory,
didn't he?
Mother—Why, my dear?
Elsie—Because everywhere I go 1
see monuments to his memory.

Advice to Engineering Students
After a very exhaustive study of
the various and sundry subjects
which the engineers are exposed to I
have formulated a few simple rules
which will, beyond any doubt, enable
any student to pass any daily recitation, quizz, or examination. If these
rules become popular with the cadets
1 will endeavor to have them published in pamphlet form and arrange
with the faculty to have these pamphlets distributed free, one pamphlet
being given to each student who qualifies under the requirements hereinafter stated. To get one of the pamphlets a cadet must hand in to Room
302, on or before Feb. 29, 1923, answers to the following:
(1) Define extras and give number of bird seed required to make a
canary gain .0000067 oz. in 30 seconds.
(2) How long does it take a Btu
to get warm.
(3) Give date (to three and onehalf significant figures) of the discovery of Popocatepetl. Define and give
reasons for your definition.
(4) How many times have you
successfuly beat out of reveille?
(5) Does Einstein's theory of relativity effect any of your relatives?
Now if you have kept with us this
far, I will set forth the simple rules
for passing:
(1) Electricity—When in doubt,
add anything or everything vectorally. Use the slide rule frequently, being sure to count up to 49 before
placing the decimal point in your answer. If your answer looks wrong
garnish it with a few more decimal
points. Study every night until 2 A.
M.
(2) Steam—When in doubt add
460 or say Btu. Carry a Temperature-Entropy chart with you always.
This chart may also be used as a time
table as it has everything on it except the weather report. Study every
night until 2 A. M.
(3) Military Science—When in
doubt, counter attack.^ Carry lots of
numbers in your head'and the names
of all the soldiers engaged in the
World War. Answer all questions,
you may hit upon the right answer
without knowing it. Study until 2
A. M.
(4) Strength of Materials—When
in doubt consult the handbook. Take
1-360 of any convenient number and
add it to something else.
Always
have an eye-beam handy for an
emergency. Study every night until
2 A. M.

"So you confess that this unfortunate young man was carried to the
Irate Professor—Young man, do pond and drenched? Now what part
you know anything about this course? did you take in this disgraceful afYoung Man—A little, sir. What fair?"
would you like to know?
"The right leg, sir", answered the
sophomore meekly—John Hopkins
"That was a close call," said the Black and Blue Jay.
woman as she left the phone after
Prof, (to class of dumb-bells) —
talking to her next-door neighbor.—
You fellows don't know anything.
The Pitt Panther.
How do you expect to hold a job
"Sleepy" Steele got to class on after you leave here?
Brave Student—I don't need to
time the other day for the first time
know anything; I'm going to teach.
in 1923.

THE HONOR SYSTEM AT WASHINGTON AND DEE UNIVERSITY
W. M. Biggs.
Among the colle0es which stand
highest in those things which coun.
most, Washintgon & Lee University
of Lexington, Va., is notable. Such
a standard might well be expected in
an institution so closely identified
with the great Confederate Chieftain
himself the knightliest of the
knightly; the soul of honor—General Robert E. Lee.
I would like every cadet to read
the following article written by Dr.
Henry Louis Smith of Washington
and Lee.
,
What stands in the way of ha.ing
at Clemson an honor system like th:it
which is enforced by the students at
Washington and Dee? What satisfactory excuse can any student body
make if such conditions do not exist
in its own college?
Introduction
"Such words as religion, democracy liberty, honor, chivalry, etc., are
incapable of exact definition or delimitation. So with that form of selfdiscipline and idealism known as thf
student "Honor-system." No two
campus groups professing to practise
it accept the same code of honor oi
agree as to the exact function and
limitations of the "system." In many
institutions it is no more than a traditional "verbal asset", the empty
husk of a past reality. In its application to student conduct it is often
fantastically narrow and one-sided,
like the chivalry of the middle ases.
It is also sometimes unfortunately
harsh in its treatment pf individual
cases. To many outsiders, it seems,
like religion, idealism, and the golden rule, to vague, illogical, and sentimental to be a really workable program with human nature as it is.
"Yet a life-time of practical experience with the "honor system" convinces me that of all the characterbuilding agencies of the American
college campus it is by far the most
valuable and effective.
Its Definition
"Merely abstaining from faculty
supervision, "trusting" everybody
and "putting every student on his
honor," whether he has any or not,
is as far from the honor-SYSTEM as
anarchy from ordered liberty.
"The 'honor-system' is a form of
student self-government which, assuming that every student is a man
of absolute truthfulness and honesty
takes immediate cognizance of all violations of an accepted code of honor;
AND THRU STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS i>rocures the permanent removal from the student-body of all
those who, by violating in any degree
this accepted code, pro.e that they
cannot thus be safely trusted.
Its Essentials.
"That the honor-sytem may be a
working reality and not, as it so Oiten
is, a mere pretense, at least two
things are essential:
"1st. The whole student-body
must be organized to enforce it, and
must acecpt, willingly and courageously, its heavy responsibilities. In
matters embraced by the accepted
code the faculty, while reserving its
ultimate control, relinquishes its discirlinary function not to the individual student, but to the organized,
sympathetic, and willing studentbody.
"2nd. Campus sentiment must be
overwhelmingly in favor of a rigid
and impartial enforcement. If a student loses caste for reporting to the
honor committee a frat-mate or close
associate who has violated the code,
the so-called honor-system at that institution is already a corpse.
ITS PRACTICAL OPERATION
"To observe the daily life of a
group of Christians gives one a better idea of religion than reading a
whole library of abstract theology.
So a few concrete ilustrations of the
actual operation of the honor-system
at Washington and Lee will supplement and clarify this brief and fragmentary statement of its principles.
1st. Its Application to Examinations and Class-room Work.
Examination-rooms are entirely
free from faculty espionage. The professor in charge does not hesitate to
leave the students along and go down
town or to his office at any time. Any
student may obtain permission to
leave the room and while absent goes
wherever he pleases.
"Formal examination papers always contain a signed statement that
no aid has been given or received,
but the honor-system at W. & L covers with equal rigidity daily recitations and all outside written work
which, according to the professor's
announcement, is to be performed by
each individual for himself. Three
weeks ago a student was requested to
withdraw because he obtained information from his neighbors' paper
during a written quiz.
2nd. Personal and College Property.
"A visitor can at any time count
scores of text-boks, scratch-pads, etc.,
piled at the campus entrance, under
the trees, or on the doorsteps of the
college buildings, awaiting the return
of their owners. Very few college
doors on the campus are ever locked.
In Newcomb Hall, swarming with
students at all times and open all
night, are the administrative offices
of the University. The President's
and Dean's offices and the filing-room

between them, with all their valuable l
cases, private letters and irreplaceable
records, the various stenographers' j
offices, and the mailing-room of the
W. & L. Bulletin remain unlocked '
day and night the whole year, even '
when their occupants are out of town,
while the Registrar's office is only
locked at intervals. Yet nothing is
ever disturbed in any one of them.
A good overcoat recently hung untouched in an open corridor of Newcomb Hall from mid-winter till after
Commencement.
3rd. Libraries and Reading-Rooms.
"The numerous departmental libraries and reading-rooms are all-examples of the honor-system in daily routine operation. The large and valuable law library will be taken as an
illustration of them all. Tucker Hall,
the law building, is the home, club,
and study-hall of the law-school,
numbering ordinarily over 150 men
from every section of the country. It
is open day and night, lighted till
midnight, and always full of students. Its main library opens on each
side into a large study-hall, and
every student enters it at will, takes
out whatever book he may select,
carries them for study anywhere in
the building, and uses them as long
as he wishes. This goes on day and
night the whole session, the only
guardian of these thousands of costly
volumes being the "atmosphere" and
habits of the honor-system.
4.th Honor-system Buying and
Selling.
"There has grown up on the W. &
L. campus a method of buying and
selling which must be unique since it
seems to awaken such amazement
among visitors. The 'Co-op' store in
the Washington Building nas a regular counter piled with priced articles
where every customer pockets whatever articles he selects, makes his
own change out of an open moneybox, and departs without the intervention or even the notice of a salesman. The day before the 'great
game' with the University of Virginia
some enterprising student placed
hundreds of celluloid lapel buttons
with the college colors on a table under a campus tree, priced at twenty
and thirty-five cents, according to
size, with an open cigar box to afford
change and hold the money. Before
night the box was so overflowing
with bills that a passing professor
placed a weight on them to keep tue
pile from blowing away. Over 300
emblems were sold in this way without a salesman in sight. At the same
time the following were noticed in a
walk thru the University buildings:
"In the basement of the Doremus
Gymnasium was an immense box of
bagged peanuts with an open cigarbox nearby to hold the money. Near
the stair landing of the largest dormitory an open barrel of fancy Winesap apples was found with a moneybox resting on the apples, and a card
put up by the unknown salesman
stating that the price was five cents
apiece. Meanwhile, in one of the
corridors of the Graham Dormitory
holding 116 students, might be found
every night a well-stocked lunch ta
ble with money-box and schedule oi
prices, but no visible salesman. 1
was stated that the box generally
held from three to five dollars by
midnight.
"The above are but a few concrete
examples of the honor-system in actual operation. Perhaps other insii
tutions are even more successful in
realizing its full posisbilities as a
character-builder. Amid the ebb and
flow of incoming and outgoing classes
they illustrate the amazing domi
nance of the atmosphere and trad tions of a college campus, which are
often more permanent than it build
ings and always more powerful than
its faculty regulations. They illustrate also the non-sectionalism of the
so-called 'Southern' Honor-Syste a
and the gratifying promptness with
which implicit trust begets trustwor
thiness among the future leaders ot
the nation."
"Square" Truluck, '20, Is a cotton
grader and buyer for Monarch Mills,
Union, S. C.
"Ben" Sitton, *18, is teaching
school in Sale Creek, Tenn.
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G. W. Smith, '16, is teaching agriculture at Winthrop College.
C. E. McLean, '08, is chief chemist
for the Osage Cotton Oil Company of
Muskogee, Okla.
"Chris" Chappell, '21, is farming
in Lykesland, S. C.
"Bull Dog" Owens, '21, has a position with the Extension Division
and is stationed in Aiken, S. C.
"Joe" Thompson, '22, is with the
Westlnghouse Company in Wilkinsburg, Pa.
J. P. Derhain, Jr., 17, of Jacksonville, Fla., is in the Development Department of the Seaboard Air Line
Railway.
A M. Chreitsberg, '96, is a Rate
clerk on the Interstate Commerce
Commission Board, Washington, D.
C.
H W. Brown, 19, is a salesman for
the Westinghouse Electric Company
in Birmingham, Ala.,
S A Anderson, '18, is chief engineer with the United Gas Improvement
Company of Philadelphia, Pa.
R T Halstead, 22, is taking post
graduate work at Princeton University.
The first summer prohibition conference of students in Czechoslovakia
was held at Nachod, Bohemia, last
August for four days. They are to
be held annually. The national student abstinent society has 1,500 members and is growing steadily.
"I am cutting quite a figure," said
chorus girl as she sat on the broken
bottle.
■ :-

MOTHER'S
COOKIMG
Visit
CLINT TAYLOR'S
LUNCH STAND
Hot Dogs — Dogs Hot
Cigars,
Cigarettes,
Soft Drinks,
Milks,
Sandwiches,
Candy,
—Most Anything You Want.

COME ONCE, AND
YOU'LL COME AGAIN

Cbaning and Pressing
Bring Your Work to The

Old Reliable
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
PRESSING CLUB

SEC. 52 SOPHS BEAT SEC.
53 IX BASKETBALL,

mTfi
Here arTiJ There in the
World o/ Sports
ing Colonels, etc. They played three
games up there in three days and
hung up quite a record. First they
upset the dope and smothered the
Univ. of Ky. by a score of 30 to 13.
Then they took Georgetown into
camp 19 to 12 thereby adding another scalp to their belt. But Centre was just a little to much for a
demi-tasse to a two course meal and
the colonels won 24 to 26. Never• • •
theless, it was a great trip and one
Just the same, we would be
that any team could well be proud
willing to risk O. B. Keeler's
of.
wrath for one victory o.er Tech.
Well, V. K., I hope you will have
'Tis a consummation devoutly to
all kinds of success and will keep out
be wished, as Shakespeare or
of jail.
At least if you must get
somebody would say.
locked up, try to pick out a cell
• • •
with a southern exposure, that is if
If the present cold wave ever sub- the weather in Clinton is anythin,
sides things will start to humming like it is here.
around the diamond at Riggs field.
Yours without a struggle, E. G. P.
It is rather hard to toss the horsehide about while the knuckles are
blue with cold.
B. G. Smarr, '21, is studying medi• * *
cine at Charleston Medical College.
Hardly more than a month remains before the baseball season
opens with Furman at Clemson.
From then on, she's solid action
for two months.
OX TO ATLAXTA!
• » •
After that Kentucky trip, we are
be^inn-ng to think that somebody is
due for a rude shock at the hands
of Doc Stewart's Tigers over in Atlan.a. It would be a pity if the Jungaleers should step in and eliminate
one or more of the favorites, which
are of course, Tech and Alabama.

•

•

SLOAN BROS.

In a fast and interesting basketball
game last Wednesday afternoon Section 52 Sophs, took the fast section
53 team into camp by the score of
25 to 24. The game was hard tought
throughout but section 52 was never
in danger.
For section 52 the whole tea n
starred, but Goodale was head and
shoulders above anybody else.
"Sweetie" Clark starred for Section 53, in fact he was the only one
who could peretrate Section 52's impregnable defense.
—S. P. B.

We <]<> not sell all the good
Goods in town, BUT what
WE DO 8KLL AKE GOOD.
o • o
Robt Burns Cigars,
Nunnally'g Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirt*
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minimav Silk and Wool
Hose.

ALUMNI NOTES
A recent weddin ■ of much interest
is that of Miss Eleanor Frank of Anderson, S. C, to Mr. James P. Harrell of Akron, Ohio. Mr. Harrell is
a member of the class of '16, and has
just recently been located in Akron,
as traffic engineer with the Ohio
Bell Telephone Company.
W. J. Hunter, '15, who has been
with the Consolidated Textile Corporation of Lynchburg, Va., was recently transferred to the Henderson, Ky ,
division of the same company, where
he will, be manager of the Henderson division.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athietic
Goods—only two days
required.

«u

RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

I SLOAN BROS.

I

W. B. Byers, 21, who is with the
Southern Cotton Oil Company in
Goldsboro, N. C, holds a position in
the chemical laboratory as chief
chemist

George Melton, '21, who has been
with the Southern Bell Teler-^ne
and Telegraph Co., in Savannah
was transferred a few weeks'agc
the same company in Macon.

•

The coaching situation at Clemson
is presenting a thousand different
aspects just now. There are at least
two men who would make the kind of
mentor we need and who pre be n
considered. Prof. Henry announced
yesterday that a decis'on wuuia
probably be reached early next week.
• * •
The matter of finally deciding
upon a coach is being purposely held up until a clnnce is
gi en to investigate all the available men. Clemson wants the
best man she cfin get and it is
hardly likely that she will be
satisfied with anvthing less.
• • •
Holidays begin tomorrow!
After
they are over it will be a case of
steady grinding at classes and kindred evils until June. Don't forget
those high school athletes while you
are at home.
• • •
Clemson College, S. C.
Feb. 2t0h, 1923.
Mr. V. K. Bland.
Athletic Editor,
The B^ne Stocking,
Clinton, S. C.
My Dear Bland,
Well, Bland, I suppose you will no
doubt be overcome with surprise at
hearing from me since I haven't
scarcely laid eyes on your smilin^
countenance since the days when we
used to do squads right and hide
cigarettes from the Colonel at preo
school. Well. Bland. I am glad to
hear that you have been elected to
the position of Athletic Editor at P
C. The Blue Stocking is a real
colleee paper and I congratulate you.
I expect you thought I would be in
Sing Sing or the White House by
now, but I am not. However, this
is a hanpy medium between the two
evils. We have slightly longer hours
than Sin°- Sing and they won't let
us sail yachts or play golf which I
understand are the principle duties
connected with the White House at
present.
Well, V. K., we have sure got some
basketball team up here this season.
You have probably noticed that we
are right at the top of the scramble
for the state championship not having lowered our colors to anybody in
the Palmetto state. We are going to
Atlanta next week to take part in
the Southern Conference tournament
The Atlanta papers have figured that
every team in the south has a chance
to win it but Clemson. Now I would
hate to see any of the Atlanta writers lose their jobs but they really
ought to keep their eyes open. Of
course I am not pred cting that we
will go over to the great Georgia
metropolis and win the big show
hands down. What I do expect is
that-Clemson wilhave to be counted
on before anybody can claim the title.
This Tiger five is the fUhtinsest aggregation I have seen in many days
on a basketball floor.
Well, V. K., you have probably noticed that the captain of our famous
quintet is named Day. He goes by
the nickname of ' Bum" which appellation was wished on him on account of the fact that they was a
famous football player at Georgia
a few years ago whose name was
Bum Day.' The adjective is in no
wise a reflection on the ability of our
dashing young forward. This boy
has been slightly off of his feed in
the last few games. In the last eight
games he has only ben able to account for 5 6 field goals. In other
words, he has shot seven baskets
In each of these last eight games
However, I uould not be surprised
if he was to get mad over in Atlanta am cut loose and ring up 2 or
300 points.
Well, V. K., the team just come
back Sunday night from Kentucky,
the famous state of blue grass and
fast horses and fueds and the Pray-
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lS^w Styles for Spring

Spring and its opportunity for greater outdoor
activity brings a natural and effective change in
clothes.
In fabrics you will see decided preference for the
light colorings and more pronounced patterns.
In models you will find the plainer styles discarded for the season's novelties. The sport types
created by us in wide plaits, belts and patch
pockets, will be a popular departure from the
sombreness of winter clothes.
For complete satisfaction you will want fit, correct balance, drape and design, high-grade workmanship and durable light-weight all-wool fabrics.
In Campus Togs you will find all these and
have the added assurance of our guarantee,
backed by thirty-five years service.
Campus Togs distributed by retail merchants everywhere
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